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General mechanism of JQ1 in inhibiting various types of cancer
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Abstract. Bromodomain‑containing 4 (BRD4) is a histone
modification reader and transcriptional regulator that has
been reported to interact with acetylated lysine histone motifs
transcription factors (TFs), transcription co‑activators and
RNA polymerase II. The selective small molecule inhibitor
JQ1, which binds competitively to bromodomains, has been
reported to exhibit anti‑proliferative effects in various types
of cancer. Previous studies on the mechanism of action
of JQ1 mostly focused on a specific tumor type or disease;
however, the general mechanism through which JQ1 affects
various tumors remains to be determined. In the present
study, chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing data for
BRD4 and its expression profiles in six cancer cell lines were
integrated and analyzed systematically. The results indicated
that BRD4 binds to enhancers with histone H3 acetylated
at lysine 27 (H3K27Ac) and mediator complex subunit 1
in a cell type‑specific manner, as well as binds to promoter
regions with the oncogenic TFs MYC and E2F1 in a cell
type‑common manner. The cell type‑common sites across
the six cell types investigated were found to be functionally
important for tumorigenesis, whereas the cell type‑specific
sites were functionally enriched with the cell identity, all of
which were sensitive to JQ1 treatment. Furthermore, a core set
of JQ1‑regulated BRD4 binding genes were obtained, which
were significantly inhibited by JQ1 in various cancer cell lines
and contributed to hallmarks of cancer. These results implied
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a common mechanism underlying the therapeutic effects of
JQ1 and suggested its potential suitability as an anti‑cancer
drug targeting BRD4‑mediated transcriptional regulation.
Introduction
Bromodomain (BD) and BD extra‑terminal domain (BET)
protein family members, including BD‑containing 2 (BRD2),
BRD3, BRD4 and BD testis‑associated (BRDT), specifically
recognize acetylated lysine acid on histones mainly through
two conserved N‑terminal regions (BD1 and BD2) (1,2). BET
proteins bind to the acetylation site on the chromosome and
recruit other transcriptional regulatory complexes to regulate
gene expression. Their ability to bind to a single acetylation
site on histones is generally weak, whereas their ability to bind
to multiple acetylation sites is strong (3).
BRD4 is the most well‑studied and important functional
member of the BET protein family. Its binding characteristics
and vital functions in transcriptional regulation have been
extensively reported. BRD4 interacts with multiple protein
complexes in the active promoter and enhancer regions,
including Mediator, positive transcription elongation factor b
(P‑TEFb) and jumonji domain containing 6 (Jmjd6), and
serves multiple roles in transcriptional regulation (4,5). BRD4
was first discovered during the isolation and purification of
human Mediator complexes (6). Subsequent studies have
indicated that BRD4 and Mediator interact in multiple cell
types and have similar binding distributions across the chromosome. This co‑localization helps them bind more stably
to DNA (6). The Mediator complex is able to link the transcription factor (TF) activation effect to RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII), while the interaction of BRD4 with Mediator
suggests that it serves an important role in TF‑mediated
transcriptional activation. During RNA transcription, the
transcriptional initiator RNAPII binds to the transcriptional
arrest‑associated factors DRB sensitivity‑inducing factor
(DSIF) and negative elongation factor (NELF), halting
transcription at a position located 20‑60 nt downstream of
the transcription initiation site. P‑TEFb is a transcription
elongation factor that phosphorylates DSIF and NELF. Once
recruited to the promoter region, P‑TEFb promotes RNAPII
elongation by phosphorylating DSIF and NELF (7). Previous
studies have indicated that BRD4 recognizes the acetylation
site of the activated promoter region, recruits P‑TEFb to the
vicinity of the gene promoter and links the active chromatin
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region in the acetylated state to RNAPII for extension (4). It
has also been reported that BRD4 forms a protein complex
with the histone demethylase Jmjd6 in the distal enhancer
region to promote RNAPII‑mediated elongation (8). These
distal enhancers are known as anti‑pause enhancers, which
also suggests that the complexes formed by BRD4, Jmjd6 and
P‑TEFb bind to chromatin through long‑distance interactions,
as they are close to the distal and deep promoters of the gene
in three‑dimensional space, thus regulating transcriptional
activation and elongation of genes (8‑10). The majority of
studies investigating BRD4 are limited to specific cell types
and are based on in vitro biochemical experiments. Therefore,
at the genome‑wide level, the integration of multi‑level chromatin immunoprecipitation‑sequencing (ChIP‑seq) data from
multiple cell lines is of great significance for comprehensive
and in‑depth analyses of the binding characteristics of BRD4.
The BET inhibitors JQ1 and I‑BET were developed by two
independent research groups and reported in 2010 (11,12). The
inhibitors compete with acetylation sites for histone binding to
the BD of the BET protein, making it impossible for the BET
protein to interact with the histones and resulting in dissociation
of the BET protein from the chromatin. The discovery of BET
inhibitors has made BRD4 a potential target for the treatment
of a variety of diseases, particularly cancer. The BRD4‑NUT
(nuclear protein in testis) fusion protein is a driver TF for
midline cancer. JQ1 may cause detachment of BRD4‑NUT
from the chromatin, which promotes terminal differentiation and apoptosis of cancer cells. Recently, a large number
of studies have indicated that BET inhibitors exhibit good
therapeutic effects on hematopoietic malignancies, including
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) (13,14), multiple myeloma
(MM) (15), Burkitt's lymphoma (BL) (16), diffuse large B‑cell
lymphoma (DLBCL) (17) and T‑cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (T‑ALL) (18). In addition to hematological tumors,
BET inhibitors also have good effects on a range of solid
tumor types. It has been reported that neuroblastoma (19,20)
and medulloblastoma (20) are triggered by amplification of
N‑MYC and MYC, respectively, which are sensitive to JQ1
treatment, and their proliferation is negatively influenced by
inhibition of N‑MYC or MYC by JQ1. In a human lung adenocarcinoma cell line, JQ1 inhibited proliferation by reducing the
expression of the proto‑oncogene FOS‑like 1, AP‑1 TF subunit
(FOSL1) and its downstream target genes (21). In addition, in
activated endothelial cells and macrophages, JQ1 eliminated
the inflammatory response mediated by super‑enhancers,
thereby exerting an anti‑inflammatory effect. The majority
of previous studies have linked the anti‑cancer effect of BET
inhibitors to their inhibition of important proto‑oncogenes,
including MYC and its downstream target genes. Subsequent
studies have reported that a similar therapeutic effect to that
of BET inhibitors may also be achieved by inhibiting other
proto‑oncogenes, including B‑cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2) and
E2F1, or key TFs, including FOSL1 and androgen receptor
(AR) (22). Notably, overexpression of MYC or BCL2 in
BET inhibitor‑treated cancer cells has been reported to only
partially attenuate the anti‑cancer effect of the BET inhibitors (15,16,19). This finding may indicate that the target of the
BET inhibitor is not a single gene, but more likely includes
multiple genes involved in the regulation of cancer. Based on
this, it may be speculated that BET inhibitors have significant

therapeutic effects on a variety of cancer types of different
origins and pathogeneses, possibly by inhibiting certain key
proto‑oncogenes or a core gene set associated with cancer
development to thereby interfere with proliferation, induce cell
cycle arrest and trigger apoptosis.
BRD4 is an important member of the RNAPII transcriptional complex and is a co‑activator of transcriptional
regulation. However, the mechanisms of BET inhibitors
exhibit distinct heterogeneity among different cell types. A
super‑enhancer is a small group of classic enhancer regions
with super‑enrichment of the co‑activator, mediator complex
subunit 1 (MED1) (23‑25). The genes associated with
super‑enhancers are mostly cell‑specific genes that determine
cell identity. BRD4 is highly enriched in these super‑enhancer
regions and actively regulates the expression of this small
group of important genes (26). BET inhibitors result in the
dissociation of BRD4 from these regions, thereby selectively
inhibiting super‑enhancer‑associated genes. However, a large
number of studies have reported that BRD4 directly interacts
with multiple TFs through BD recognition of acetylated
lysines in TFs, including nuclear factor‑κ B, GATA‑binding
protein 1 and AR (22), or by undetermined means, which
may involve P53, YY1 TF and MYC/MYC‑associated factor
X (MAX) (27). BET inhibitors not only directly inhibit the
expression of key TFs, but also disrupt the binding of BRD4
to TFs in order to inhibit the activation of downstream target
genes. The binding characteristics of BRD4 and the mechanism of action of BET inhibitors have been reported in specific
cell types; however, the integration of multi‑omics data from
multiple cell lines to investigate the general mechanism in
various types of cancer has not been previously performed.
Such an analysis will provide a more unified theoretical basis
for cancer treatment.
In the present study, the binding characteristics of
BRD4 were systematically evaluated in multiple cell lines
by integrating a set of ChIP‑seq datasets for BRD4 and its
associated factors in six different cancer cell types, as well
as the expression profiles of the cells following JQ1 treatment
(data provided in Tables SI and SII). The cell lines investigated in the current study included the human small cell lung
cancer (SCLC) cell line H2171, the glioblastoma multiforme
cell line U‑87 MG, the MM cell line MM.1S, the DLBCL
cell line cLy1, the T‑ALL cell line KOPT‑K1 and the tumor
necrosis factor (TNF)‑ α‑activated human endothelial cell
line HUVEC‑C (28). The results of the current study revealed
the general mechanism of BET inhibitors in the treatment
of cancer. Notably, a core gene set that is regulated by JQ1
and is important for the progression of various cancer types
was identified, which provides potential targets for cancer
therapy, as well as a broader and more uniform perspective for
understanding the mechanism underlying the action of BET
inhibitors.
Materials and methods
Data integration. For comprehensive analysis of BRD4
binding across the genome, ChIP‑seq data were collected for
multiple factors, including BRD4, H3K27Ac, RNAPII, MED1,
MYC, MAX, E2F1 and histone H3 trimethylated at lysine 4
(H3K4me3), in six tumor cell lines (namely H2171, U‑87 MG,
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MM.1S, Ly1, KOPT‑K1 and HUVEC‑C). H2171 (ATCC®
CRL‑5929™) used in the present study was a human SCLC cell
line. The U‑87 MG (ATCC® HTB‑14™) cell line was also used,
which is most probably a glioblastoma cell line of unknown
origin. The MM cell line MM.1S (ATCC® CRL‑2974™) was
also examined, as well as the DLBCL cell line Ly1, which
has previously been used in the study of Chapuy et al (17).
In addition, the T‑ALL cell line KOPT‑K1 was used, which
was kindly gifted by Dr A.T. Look from Dana‑Farber Cancer
Institute (Boston, MA, USA) (16). The TNF‑ α‑activated
human endothelial cell line HUVEC‑C (ATCC® CRL‑1730™)
was also used in the current study, which has previously been
investigated in the study of Brown et al (28).
Raw ChIP‑seq data were downloaded from the Sequence
Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) of
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).
According to the unified processing analysis pipeline, the
detailed information and analysis results are provided in
Table SI. For analysis of the effects of JQ1 on gene expression
in the corresponding cell lines, the gene expression profiles of
multiple cell lines prior to and following JQ1 treatment were
also integrated. Raw data for all cell lines were downloaded
from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO; http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) database. The accession numbers and
microarray data are provided in Table SII. The collected gene
expression profiles were mainly divided into three categories,
as follows: Gene expression profiles treated with JQ1 matched
with the corresponding ChIP‑seq data served as the training
set; Expression profiles treated with JQ1 without corresponding
ChIP‑seq data served as the test set; and a class of normal gene
expression data without JQ1 treatment for all the six cell lines
under the same platform served as the expression set.
Bioinformatics analysis. All ChIP data were analyzed
and processed using a unified procedure to eliminate data
processing bias. Reads were filtered with Trimmomatic
(version 0.32) (29) and then mapped to the hg19 genome using
Bowtie (version 2.2.4) (30). Subsequent to normalization
to the indicated counts, tdf files were generated to visualize
the genomic coverage using IGVtools (version 2.3.52) (31).
Only one mapped read to each unique region of the genome
that was >175 bp was kept and used in peak calling. Peak
calling and motif analyses were then performed using MACS
(version 1.4.2) (32) and HOMER (version 4.1) (33) with default
parameters. Motifs with lengths of 8, 10 and 12 bases were
used for de novo motif analysis. A simple script was developed
to calculate the normalized read density of the ChIP‑seq data
in any given region. Each given site was extended to 2 kb
from the center of the vertex, and the 4‑kb region was divided
into 40 bins in units of 100 bp. Subsequently, the density of
reads per bin (100 bp) was calculated. In order to allow for
comparisons among multiple groups, the density of the reads
was normalized to the total mapped reads to produce a signal
in units of reads per 10 million mapped reads per 100 bp.
Super‑enhancers were defined and calculated as previously
described, with slight modifications (24,26).
The gene expression profile platforms included Affymetrix
(http://www.affymetrix.com /site/mainPage.affx) and
PrimeView (http://www.primeviewglobal.com/), and data
processing was performed with R software (version 3.3.4)
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using the affy packages (34). The data on gene transcript
platforms, including HuEx‑1_0‑st and HuGene‑1_0‑st, were
analyzed using the oligo package (version 1.48.0, http://www.
bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/oligo.html). The
original data were normalized using the Robust Multi‑array
Average method (35,36), whereas differentially regulated
genes were identified using the limma package (37). A false
discovery rate (FDR) of <0.01 was set as the screening standard. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of the core gene set
regulated by JQ1 was also performed among the test set (38).
Enrichment analysis was performed with Gene Ontology (GO)
and the Encyclopedia of Genes Genomes (KEGG) pathway
(https://david.ncifcrf.gov/).
Statistical analysis. One‑way analysis of variance based
on the function ‘aov’ in R software (version 3.4.5) was
performed to analyze the overall differences Tukey
and Student‑Newman‑Keuls tests based on functions
of ‘TurkeyHSD’ and ‘SNK.test’ in package agricolae
(version 1.3‑1) in R software (version 3.4.5) were conducted
to assess multiple comparisons between different groups. A
statistically significant difference was indicated by P<0.05.
Results
Most BRD4 sites bind to cell type‑specific enhancer regions,
while a small portion of significantly enriched sites bind to
the promoter regions of all cell lines. In order to investigate
the distribution of BRD4 genome‑wide binding in multiple
cell lines, the BRD4 sites from the six cell lines examined
in the present study were merged into one collection. Two
or more binding sites with overlapping positions (≥1 bp) on
the genome were merged into one binding interval, and this
interval was set as being shared by the cell line to which the
binding site belonged. Thus, the binding sites of the six cell
lines, including H2171 (n=24,273), HUVEC‑C (n=10,173),
KOPT‑K1 (n=17,975), Ly1 (n=18,696), MM.1S (n=20,768) and
U‑87 (n=29,216), were merged into 76,946 BRD4 binding
intervals (Table SI). In theory, each final merged BRD4
binding intervals will be yes or no when considering whether
or not it belongs to the binding site of BRD4 in the certain cell
line of the six cell lines. The number of all combinations in
all the six cell lines is theoretically 26‑1 except that the group
S000000, which represents binding sites, does not belong to
any of the six cell lines. Finally, the total number of binding
sites for all cell lines was theoretically divided into 63 groups
(calculated from 26‑1) according to the cell lines in which each
BRD4 binding interval was located.
To evaluate the statistical significance of the number of
binding sites in each group, an independent random sampling
method was used to calculate a background number for each
group. The BRD4 binding sites of the six cell lines were integrated into one collection (without merging between different
binding) and the same number sites for each cell was randomly
extracted from the collection as BRD4 binding sites in each
corresponding cell line. Then, the six random extracted
groups were merged into one collection. By repeating the
aforementioned steps 1,000 times, a random background for
the number of sites in each group was constructed. Assuming
that the background had a normal distribution, the statistical
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z‑score value was calculated. According to the order of the
number of binding sites in each group from large to small
(for numbers <250), it was revealed that the number of BRD4
binding sites that were cell line‑specific and only occurred in
one cell line was the highest. A total of 96.68% of the BRD4
binding events were cell line‑specific. As presented in Table I,
the cell line‑specific BRD4 binding sites in the U‑87 and
H2171 cell lines accounted for 29.67 and 27.72% of the total
number of BRD4 binding sites, respectively, and represented
60.16 and 67.65% of the BRD4 binding sites in the respective
cell lines. These results indicated that the genome‑wide
distribution of BRD4 binding sites differs greatly among
the different cell lines. In addition, it was revealed that only
1,509 BRD4 (S111111) sites were shared by all cell lines;
however, their significance was high when compared to the
background distribution generated by the number of randomly
sampling group of S111111 with significant z‑score, indicating
that BRD4 binding in all cell lines was not a random event
(Table I). In order to study the BRD4 binding sites shared by
multiple cell lines, BRD4 binding sites that co‑existed in at
least five of the cell lines were defined as a common BRD4 set.
To further analyze the distribution characteristics of
BRD4 in the functional region and its interaction with various
associated factors (10), a number of histone modifications and
coactivators, namely H3K27Ac, H3K4me3, MED1, MYC,
MAX and RNAPII, were integrated relative to the BRD4
function. The binding intervals of BRD4 that are presented
in Table I were used as potential BRD4 binding sites in all
cell lines, and their binding densities were then extracted.
Thus, it was possible to quantitatively analyze the correlation between BRD4 and associated factors surrounding
the potential BRD4 binding sites. Based on the correlation
analysis of various factors, it was indicated that all factors
could be divided into two categories. The first category is a
cell line‑independent class that mainly includes the histone
modification H3K4me3, the TFs MYC and MAX, and RNAPII
(Fig. 1A). In general, transcription start sites and promoter
regions of actively transcribed genes are marked by H3K4me3,
H3K27Ac and RNAPII (39), while MYC/MAX dimers have
also been reported to be mainly incorporated in the promoter
regions of genes (40). This observation suggests that several
of the aforementioned factors may be associated with the
BRD4 sites due to their significant enrichment in multiple
cell lines and distribution in the gene promoter region. The
second category is a cell line‑specific class, in which each
subset comprises BRD4, H3K27Ac and/or MED1, which
indicates that the majority of the BRD4 sites in the genome
bind by recognition of the acetyl group of H3K27Ac and are
co‑occupied by MED1. Active enhancers may be identified
by enrichment of monomethylated H3K4 and H3K27Ac (41),
and MED1 is a co‑activated complex consisting of a linker
enhancer and a promoter. Therefore, it may be concluded
that the BRD4 binding site is mostly cell line‑specific and
is highly correlated with the enhancer region. In addition,
according to the clustering distance, the distribution of
BRD4 in the MM.1S, KOPT‑K1 and Ly1 cells was closer, and
their common binding sites (S001110) were also significant
(z‑score=271.45); by contrast, U‑87 was closer to the distribution in HUVEC‑Cs, and the z‑score of their common binding
site (S010001) was 162.

Table I. Number of each group in the overall union of BRD4
binding sites.
Group

Peak
numbers

Percentage
(%)

S000001
S100000
S000100
S000010
S001000
S010000
S010001
S111111
S001010
S001110
S001111
S000110
S101111
S001100
S100001
S011111
S000011
S001011
S100010
S101110
S100100
S000101
S101000
S001001
S101010
S101011

17,576
16,420
7,009
6,740
5,413
4,119
1,642
1,509
1,476
1,411
1,288
1,146
1,135
994
813
764
697
587
586
510
429
341
313
303
271
256

29.67
27.72
11.83
11.38
9.14
6.95
2.77
2.55
2.49
2.38
2.17
1.93
1.92
1.68
1.37
1.29
1.18
0.99
0.99
0.86
0.72
0.58
0.53
0.51
0.46
0.43

bg
counts

zscore

7,134
1,236.56
5,590
1,364.17
4,040
408.01
4,589
281.63
3,852
218.53
2,014
328.88
803
161.96
293
304.88
986
89.23
306
271.45
338
228.33
1,032
20.82
516
138.58
864
24.77
2,282	‑228.46
138
185.07
1,862	‑185.14
579
1.54
1,445	‑145.26
242
68.97
1,264	‑143.34
1,634	‑212.80
1,207	‑160.35
1,554	‑210.82
437	‑37.15
508	‑53.59

BRD4, bromodomain containing 4.

Next, a heatmap of BRD4 and its co‑binding factors at
each BRD4 binding interval was generated (Fig. 1B). The
results revealed that, at cell line‑specific BRD4 binding
sites, only BRD4 and H3K27Ac of the corresponding cell
line have binding signals with a low density for H3K4me3
and RNAPII. In the BRD4 binding sites shared by multiple
cell lines, BRD4, H3K27Ac, H3K4me3 and RNAPII were
all enriched among all the cell lines examined. The binding
sites of each group were further mapped to RefSeq genes to
study the gene distributions (Fig. 1C). It was observed that the
cell line‑specific BRD4 binding sites are located distant from
the gene transcription initiation site, and are mainly distributed in the enhancer and intergenic regions. By contrast, the
BRD4 binding sites shared by multiple cell lines are mainly
distributed in promoter regions, which was consistent with the
results presented in Fig. 1A. X‑box binding protein 1 (XBP1)
has been reported to be highly expressed in MM and to have
an important role in the genesis of this tumor (42). The binding
signals of BRD4, H3K27Ac and RNAPII around the XBP1
gene in the six cell lines are presented in Fig. 1D. In the XBP1
upstream enhancer region, only the MM.1S cell line had a
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Figure 1. Genome‑wide analysis of BRD4 binding characteristics. (A) Correlation analysis of BRD4 and its associated factors, including histone modifications (H3K27Ac and H3K4me3), co‑activators (MED1 and MYC/MAX) and RNAPII, in six cell types in the merged BRD4 binding dataset. (B) Heatmap
of ChIP‑seq signals for BRD4, H3K27Ac, H3K4me3 and RNAPII centered on a ±2.5 kb window of the BRD4 peak summit in the six cell types for seven
groups of cell type‑specific and cell type‑common BRD4 binding sites. (C) Bar plots showing the genomic distribution associated with RefSeq genes of cell
type‑specific and cell type‑common BRD4 binding sites. (D) Gene tracks of the ChIP‑seq signals for BRD4, H3K27Ac and RNAPII at the XBP1 gene loci in
all six cell types. The enhancer regions unique to the MM.1S cell line are highlighted with a blue shadow, while the promoter regions are highlighted with a
yellow shadow.

high density of BRD4 and H3K27Ac, and a relatively low
density of RNAPII. BRD4 and RNAPII were found to bind to
the promoter regions of XBP1 and CCDC117 in multiple cell
lines. Based on these results, the distribution of BRD4‑binding
sites in all the investigated cell lines was obtained. The
majority of the BRD4 binding sites were found to only bind
to specific cell lines and to co‑localize with H3K27Ac and
MED1 in enhancer regions. By contrast, a certain portion of
BRD4 binding sites were observed to bind to all cell lines and
to mainly co‑bind with RNAPII, H3K4me3 and MYC/MAX
in promoter regions.
Cell type‑common BRD4 binding sites co‑localize with
oncogenic TFs, including E2F1 and MYC, in promoter
regions. To regulate transcription, BRD4 binds to a complex
involved in transcription and interacts with a variety of
TFs. To examine the interactions of cell type‑specific and
cell type‑common BRD4 binding sites with specific TFs,
a de novo motif analysis of these two categories of BRD4
sites was performed to obtain potential TFs that may bind
in proximity to the two categories of BRD4 binding. It was
observed that the cell line‑specific TFs were significantly

enriched at the cell line‑specific BRD4 binding sites (Fig. 2A).
The interferon‑regulatory factor (IRF) family was specifically
enriched in MM.1S cells, nuclear factor κ B (NFκ B)‑P65 was
specifically enriched in TNF‑ α‑activated HUVEC‑Cs, and
the CCAAT enhancer‑binding protein family was specifically
enriched in U‑87 cells. In addition, the hematopoietic‑specific
TFs PU.1 and runt‑related transcription factor 1 were enriched
in the blood cancer cell lines MM.1S, KOPT‑K1 and Ly1.
Furthermore, the E2F, YY1 and ETS motifs were enriched
in the common BRD4 binding sites shared among multiple
cell lines.
Previous studies have demonstrated that E2F, YY1 and
ETS1 are mainly involved in gene promoter regions and
are associated with fundamental functions of cell lines and
tumorigenesis (43). Furthermore, the BRD4 inhibitor JQ1
inhibits the proliferation of cancer cells mostly by depressing
the expression of the proto‑oncogenes MYC or N‑MYC,
which are also the major binding sites in the gene promoter
region. Thus, it was hypothesized that the cell type‑common
BRD4 binding sites may co‑localize with cancer‑associated
TFs, including E2F1 and MYC, in the promoter region. To
validate this hypothesis, ChIP‑seq data for E2F1 and MYC
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in multiple cell lines were collected. First, the co‑localization
of TF binding events with the cell type‑common and cell
type‑specific BRD4 binding sites was assessed (Fig. 2B). The
results indicated that the majority of the cell type‑common
BRD4 binding sites were bound by E2F1 and MYC, and that
the co‑localization ratio exceeded 80%. The co‑binding ratio
of the TFs IRF4 and NFκ B‑P65 in the cell type‑specific BRD4
binding sites was only 20%. However, at the cell line‑specific
BRD4 binding sites, binding of E2F1 and MYC was low, with
only 8% of the cell line‑specific BRD4 contained in E2F1
binding sites in the Ly1 cell line.
To further illustrate the interaction of the cell type‑common
BRD4 binding sites with E2F1 and MYC, the average binding
signal of each TF in the two groups of BRD4 binding sites
was evaluated (Fig. 2C). The results revealed that the binding
signals of E2F1 and MYC were significantly higher in the cell
type‑common BRD4 binding sites as compared with those in
the cell line‑specific sites. By contrast, P65 exhibited significantly higher binding at the cell line‑specific BRD4 sites.
Next, the distribution of sites co‑bound by TFs and BRD4 in
specific cell lines across the whole genome was assessed. The
results indicated that E2F1 and MYC were mainly distributed
in the promoter region, whereas IRF4 and P65 were mainly
distributed in non‑promoter regions (Fig. 2D). Finally, to
further analyze the genome‑wide interaction of BRD4 with
E2F1 and MYC, the present study then focused on binding
near transcription start sites (TSSs). As indicated in the
binding profiles in Fig. 2E, BRD4 and E2F1 or MYC exhibited
significant co‑localization at TSSs with RNAPII binding, and
it was suggested that BRD4 co‑localized with E2F1 or MYC
in the promoter regions in the whole genome, particularly at
cell type‑common BRD4 binding sites.
In summary, using motif scanning combined with analysis
of TF binding profiles, it was indicated that cell type‑common
BRD4 binding sites co‑localized with the oncogenic TFs E2F1
and MYC at promoter regions with subsequent expression of
downstream target genes, resulting in the development of
cancer. These findings also suggest a potential mechanism by
which BRD4 inhibitors effectively inhibit the proliferation of
various cancer types.
BRD4 super‑enriched regions or genes in each cell line
comprise cell type‑specific and cell type‑common gene sets.
Recent studies have indicated that most BRD4 binding sites
are super‑enriched in certain regions that are termed as
super‑enhancers (9,21), which actively regulate the expression of
surrounding genes. However, the definition of super‑enhancers
in previous studies is limited to super‑enrichment of co‑activators, such as MED1, in non‑promoter regions. Previous studies
by our and other groups have indicated that BRD4 and MED1
are co‑localized throughout the whole genome (6), and thus,
BRD4 may also serve as a factor for defining super‑activated
regions. In addition, a continuous distribution and ultra‑high
enrichment of BRD4 was observed near gene promoters
(Fig. 3B). Thus, the method used to scan for super‑enhancers
was partially modified using the binding signal of BRD4.
Promoter regions containing a single BRD4 binding peak were
removed to retain only those in which multiple BRD4 binding
peaks were continuously distributed. This modified method
was used to scan the super‑enhancer regions of all six cell

lines and to align them to the nearest RefSeq gene. Since the
region scanned by this method contained partial promoters,
these regions were defined as BRD4 super‑loaded regions (or
super‑enriched regions) instead of super‑enhancers. A total of
305‑482 BRD4 super‑loaded regions were scanned per cell line,
as shown in Fig. 3A. The assignment of super‑loaded regions
to genes in each cell type is provided in the supplementary
files (Tables SIII‑SVIII for H2171, HUVEC‑C, KOPT‑K1,
Ly1, MM.1S and U‑87, respectively). Subsequently, the BRD4
super‑enriched genes were analyzed, and it was revealed that
the genes with the most abundant BRD4 binding sites were
key TFs or genes associated with cell‑specific functions in the
corresponding cell lines. Namely, the gene IRF2 was identified
in MM.1S cells, POU class 2 homeobox‑associating factor 1
and BCL6 transcriptional repressor were identified in Ly1
cells, C‑C motif chemokine ligand 2 and IL8 were identified
in HUVEC‑C cells, TCF7 was identified in KOPT‑K1 cells,
HMGA2 was identified in U‑87 cells, and INSM transcriptional repressor 1 was identified in H2171 cells. These detected
TFs have previously been reported to serve important roles
in the corresponding cell lines (44‑48). Notably, it was also
observed that a small number of genes were super‑loaded
with BRD4 in multiple cell lines, particularly MYC and
BCL2‑related protein A1 (BCL2A1). A number of earlier
studies have indicated that MYC and BCL2A1 are involved
in infinite proliferation and cell cycle regulation during cancer
development (49,50). As presented in Fig. 3B, the MYC and
BCL2A1 promoter regions in multiple cell lines contained
clusters of super‑enriched fragments of BRD4 and H3K27Ac,
suggesting that MYC and BCL2A1 serve an indispensable role
in the development of different types of cancer.
Cell type‑common BRD4 super‑loaded genes are sensitive
to BRD4 inhibitors and are highly associated with tumorigenesis. The BRD4 super‑loaded region contains most of
the BRD4 binding signals and actively regulates a small
group of functionally important genes. Therefore, identifying
genes associated with the BRD4 super‑loaded region was an
important aim of subsequent analysis in the present study.
A small number of genes were found to be associated with
BRD4 super‑enriched regions in multiple cell lines, suggesting
their important functions in multiple cell types. In order to
further determine the characteristics of these genes, the
gene set was redefined. For BRD4 hyper‑enriched regions
obtained in a specific cell line, it was examined whether the
region was bound by BRD4 in other cell lines. If >2 BRD4
binding sites were detected in 5 or more cell lines in the given
region, this region was defined as a BRD4 cell line‑common
super‑enriched region. Otherwise, this region was defined as a
BRD4 super‑enriched region specific to a particular cell line.
Subsequently, these two categories of BRD4 super‑enriched
regions were assigned to the nearest RefSeq gene, and the
common region‑associated genes comprised the core gene
set (Table SIX). The cell line‑common BRD4 super‑enriched
genes had evidently higher BRD4 signals in each cell line
(Fig. 4A), whereas a strong BRD4 signal was only present
in the particular cell line for the cell line‑specific BRD4
super‑enriched genes. These results indicated the regions of
the two categories were reliably determined using the aforementioned method.
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Figure 2. Interaction between BRD4 and TFs in a cell type‑specific and cell type‑common manner. (A) Motif enrichment of cell type‑specific and cell
type‑common top 2,000 BRD4 binding sites with high binding signal of each sub‑group by HOMER software. The color bar represents‑log10(P‑value) of the
motif enrichment level. (B) Bar graphs displaying the fraction of cell type‑common and cell type‑specific BRD4 binding sites overlapped with TFs in the
corresponding cell type, including E2F1 in Ly1 cells, MYC in U‑87, MM.1S and H2171 cells, and IRF4 in MM.1S and NFκ B‑P65 in HUVEC‑Cs. (C) Average
density profiling of TF binding signals across cell type‑common and cell type‑specific BRD4 binding sites in each cell line. (D) Bar graphs displaying the
genomic distribution associated with RefSeq genes of TF binding sites that overlapped with BRD4 in each cell line. (E) Heatmap of the chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing signals for BRD4, RNAPII and TFs in each cell line at transcriptionally active promoters. Regions are centered on a ±2.5 kb window
around the transcription start sites and are ranked by RNAPII occupancy.
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Figure 3. BRD4 super‑loaded regions/genes determined in each cell line. (A) BRD4 ChIP‑seq signal at BRD4 binding regions in each cell type. The regions
are ranked by increasing BRD4 binding signals. BRD4 super‑loaded regions are indicated in red, while other regions are indicated in grey. Cell type‑specific
genes are indicated in red and cell type‑common genes in blue. (B) Gene traces of ChIP‑seq signals for BRD4 and H3K27Ac at MYC and BCL2L1 gene loci
in all six cell types. The BRD4 super‑loaded regions are depicted with a red line, and the promoter regions are highlighted with a yellow shadow.

BRD4 regulates gene expression through a variety of
mechanisms. To further study the expression of gene sets in
each cell line, the expression profiles were collected, and the
results were obtained by unified analysis (Fig. 4B and C).
As indicated in the box plots in Fig. 4B, the expression of
cell line‑specific BRD4 super‑enriched region‑associated
genes was significantly higher in the corresponding cell
line as compared with that in the other cell lines. The box
plots in Fig. 4C indicate that the cell line‑common BRD4
super‑enriched genes were significantly overexpressed in each
cell line relative to all genes expressed in the genome. These
results indicated that the BRD4 super enrichment‑associated
genes are actively transcribed in the genome, particularly the
cell line‑common BRD4 super‑enriched genes, which are
actively expressed in all cell lines. In addition, this potentially
illustrates the importance of this gene set in cellular biological
processes.

To further study the functions of genes linked to BRD4
super‑enrichment, functional enrichment analysis among the
different gene groups was performed. As presented in Fig. 4D,
the Gene Ontology (GO) functional terms enriched by the
cell line‑specific gene groups were closely associated with
the function of specific cell types. In the KOPT‑K1 and Ly1
lymphoid cell lines, the GO categories that were specifically
enriched by their genes are specific functions of lymphocytes,
including immune regulation and activation, and the differentiation of B cells and T cells. HUVEC‑Cs and U‑87 cells
are epithelial‑derived cell lines, and their corresponding
genes were significantly enriched in functions associated
with cell adhesion, cell migration, angiogenesis, extracellular
matrix and epithelial cells. Of note, the functional classes
enriched by the cell line‑common BRD4 super‑enriched
region‑associated genes represented the basic functions during
cellular biological processes, including gene transcription
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Figure 4. Functional annotation and effects of JQ1 on cell type‑common and cell type‑specific BRD4 super‑loaded genes. (A) Heatmap of the log2‑BRD4
ChIP‑seq signal (rpm) at cell type‑common and cell type‑specific BRD4 super‑loaded regions selected using a custom procedure. The numbers in the left panel
indicate the BRD4 super‑loaded target genes in each group. (B) Boxplots of cell type‑specific BRD4 super‑loaded target genes that are significantly actively
transcribed in each cell line vs. other cell types. (C) Boxplot presenting cell type‑common BRD4 super‑loaded target genes that are significantly actively
transcribed vs. all expressed genes in each cell type. (D) Heatmap displaying functional annotation enrichment of cell type‑common and cell type‑specific
BRD4 super‑loaded target genes generated by the DAVID website. The color bar represents ‑log10(P‑value) of the functional enrichment level. Functional items
with P‑values of <1x10 ‑3 in at least one cell type are included. (E) Boxplots of expression changes in MM.1S‑specific and cell type‑common BRD4 super‑loaded
target genes after JQ1 treatment at a concentration of 50 or 500 nM and a duration of 3 or 6 h vs. all expressed genes in MM.1S cells. (F) Boxplots of expression
changes among Ly1‑specific, cell type‑common BRD4 super‑loaded target genes and all genes after treatment with 500 nM JQ1 for 6, 12 and 24 h. **P<0.001
and ***P<0.0001 (determined by a two‑tailed t‑test).
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regulation, RNA metabolism, apoptosis and necrosis, and cell
proliferation.
The BRD4 inhibitor JQ1 is able to suppress BRD4 target
genes, thereby effectively inhibiting tumor cell proliferation
and promoting tumor cell apoptosis (9,11). To test whether the
BRD4 super‑loaded target genes defined earlier in the study
were sensitive to BRD4 inhibitors, the expression profiles of
the MM.1S and Ly1 cell lines following JQ1 treatment were
obtained to assess JQ1 inhibition of the aforementioned gene
groups. The inhibitory effect of JQ1 on MM.1S‑specific
BRD4 super‑loaded target genes was most evident at different
concentrations and treatment times (Fig. 4E). In contrast to all
the expressed genes, JQ1 also exerted a significant inhibitory
effect on the cell‑common BRD4 super‑enriched genes. The
results obtained with Ly1 cells were similar to those observed
when the MM.1S cell line was subjected to JQ1 treatment
(Fig. 4F), suggesting the selective inhibition of super‑enriched
BRD4 genes by JQ1 in specific and multiple cell lines.
Taken together, the cell line‑specific and cell line‑common
BRD4 super‑loaded regions were defined, and in‑depth
research on the expression, function and sensitivity of BRD4
hyper‑accumulation‑associated genes was performed. It was
revealed that BRD4 hyper‑accumulation‑associated genes
were actively transcribed in cells and that JQ1 had a significant
inhibitory effect on their expression. The functional classes of
cell line‑specific gene groups were mainly enriched in specific
functions of specific cell types, whereas the functional terms
of the multi‑cell shared gene groups were the basic functions
of biological activities of cells, which were closely associated
with the occurrence of cancer.
JQ1‑targeted core gene group shared by multiple cell lines
is significantly inhibited by JQ1 in different tumor types.
The BRD4 inhibitor JQ1 has a good therapeutic effect on
tumors of different origins (11,13,14,25). It inhibits tumor
proliferation and promotes apoptosis by inhibiting genes
with BRD4 hyper‑enrichment, thus affecting tumors with
different sources (6,23). The results of the present study
suggested that super‑enriched genes shared by multiple cells
were significantly associated with cancer occurrence, and
that JQ1 had an evident inhibitory effect on the expression of
these genes (Fig. 4E). Therefore, it was hypothesized that JQ1
regulates a core gene group in different types of cancer cell
to inhibit cancer. To examine whether any core gene group
was regulated by JQ1, the 270 BRD4 super‑enriched genes
shared by multiple cell types were screened. As presented in
Fig. 5A, genes that were significantly regulated by JQ1 were
screened in at least two of the HUVEC‑C, Ly1 and MM.1S
cell lines, as the JQ1 regulatory core gene group. The core
regulatory genes of JQ1 contained a total of 67 genes (as indicated in Table SIX), among which MYC, BCL2, TCF4 and
ETV6 were previously reported to have important roles in the
development of various cancer types (49,50). Notably, it was
discovered that 8 genes were significantly upregulated by JQ1,
particularly HEXIM P‑TEFb subunit 1 (HEXIM1). HEXIM1
is a transcriptional elongation inhibitory factor that has a role
opposite to that of BRD4 in the regulation of transcriptional
elongation and may thus have a negative feedback effect on
JQ1. Next, the current study examined whether the 67 JQ1
core regulatory genes were significantly inhibited by JQ1 in

other cancer types. Expression data pre‑ and post‑JQ1 treatment generated independently by different laboratories were
collected as the test set, including for MM, BL, neuroblastoma
and medulloblastoma cell lines. Similar to the GSEA results
presented in Fig. 5B, the JQ1 core regulatory gene group
was significantly inhibited by JQ1 in other cancer cell lines
(FDR<0.05). Subsequently, a functional enrichment analysis
was performed on these 67 genes, indicating that their major
functions were associated with transcriptional regulation and
cancer development. A total of 45% of the genes in the core gene
cluster (30/67) were TFs involved in the transcriptional regulation process, with 13 and 11 genes involved in apoptosis and
cell proliferation, respectively, accounting for 36% of the total
genes. In addition, 6 genes were involved in KEGG pathways,
including MYC, BCL2L1, E2F3, transforming growth factor‑β
receptor 2, TNF receptor‑associated factor 1 and baculoviral
IAP repeat containing 3 (Fig. 5C). Overall, the JQ1 core regulatory gene group was observed to serve an important role in a
variety of cancer types, which provides a novel perspective on
the role of BRD4 inhibitors in the treatment of cancer.
Discussion
BRD4 synergistically regulates the expression of downstream
target genes by interacting with histone modifications, multiple
co‑activator complexes and TFs (51). The BRD4 inhibitor JQ1
competitively binds to BRD4 to inhibit its transcriptional
activation effect and has been reported to have beneficial therapeutic effects in various cancer types (11,13,15). In the present
study, the genome‑wide binding characteristics of BRD4 were
systematically analyzed by integrating BRD4‑associated
data from multiple cell lines to unveil a general mechanism
by which BRD4 inhibitors exert their anti‑cancer effects. It
was identified that cell line‑specific BRD4 binding sites were
co‑localized with H3K27Ac and MED1 in enhancer regions,
whereas cell line‑common BRD4 binding sites co‑localized
with the proto‑oncogene TFs MYC and E2F1 in gene promoter
regions. Since genes distributed in BRD4 super‑enriched
regions have vital roles in cell biological processes, the present
study also identified these genes in each cell line. The results
revealed that the cell line‑specific genes were associated with
specific cell functions and cell identity. Conversely, the cell
line‑common genes were significantly enriched in fundamental cellular functions. Furthermore, these two categories
were found to be sensitive to JQ1 treatment. In combination
with the multiple expression profile data generated following
JQ1 treatment, 67 core regulatory genes were finally screened
from the BRD4 super‑enriched gene set in various cancer cell
lines that were suppressed by JQ1. The core regulatory genes
mediated the general mechanism of BRD4 inhibitors, which
provides valuable gene targets for further in‑depth studies on
transcriptional regulation and cancer treatment.
The ChIP‑seq technique was also used to determine
the characteristics of the distribution of BRD4 in the whole
genome, providing a comprehensive perspective for the study
of BRD4 in transcriptional regulation and tumor pathogenesis.
It has previously been reported that BRD4 binds to almost all
activated promoter regions across the genome, as well as most
activated enhancer regions in a variety of cell types (52). The
overall binding characteristics of BRD4 are similar to those
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Figure 5. Core set of common BRD4‑regulated genes concordantly sensitive to JQ1 in various cancer cell types. (A) Heatmap of log2‑expression changes in the
core set of common BRD4‑regulated genes in HUVEC‑C, Ly1 and MM.1S cells treated with JQ1 under various conditions. HUVEC‑CH UVEC‑C common
BRD4 super‑loaded genes that were significantly regulated [absolute log2(fold change)>0.75 and FDR<0.01] by JQ1 in two of the three cell types were selected.
(B) Gene set enrichment analysis plot of the core set of the common BRD4‑regulated gene set from gene expression profiling of different types of cancer cell
lines treated with JQ1, including multiple myeloma (GSE31365), lymphoma (GSE29449) and neuroblastoma (GSE43392). (C) Functional enrichment analysis
(performed with the DAVID online tool) of the core set of common BRD4‑regulated genes. A count of >5 and P‑value of <0.01 were considered to indicate
statistical significance. BRD4, bromodomain containing 4; HUVEC‑C, human umbilical vein endothelial cell; FDR, false discovery rate; TNF‑α, tumor
necrosis factor α; Conc., concentration; GO, Gene Ontology; hsa, Homo sapiens.

of histone acetylation modifications, including H3K9Ac and
H3K27Ac, suggesting that it has the molecular characteristic
of specifically recognizing histone acetylation. In the present
study, ChIP‑seq data were integrated from multiple cell lines
and types of binding factors to reveal that BRD4 co‑localized
with a variety of factors in the promoter region, including
H3K4me3, RNAPII and H3K27Ac, while it also bound to
H3K27Ac and MED1 in the enhancer region. However, the
genome‑wide correlation analysis suggested that BRD4 was
more closely associated with H3K27Ac and MED1 in all
types of cell lines. In addition, most of the BRD4 binding sites
exhibited a cell line‑specific distribution and were localized
in the enhancer region, whereas a small portion of the BRD4

binding sites coincided with the promoter region in multiple
cell lines. These observations indicated that the binding distribution of BRD4 in the promoter region of different cell lines
is more conservative, whereas the binding distribution in the
enhancer region is more extensive and the cell line specificity
is stronger.
BRD4 inhibitors were initially considered as effective
MYC inhibitors. In MM.1S cells, which is an MM cell line
that contains ectopic IgH/MYC, BRD4 binds in the distal IgH
super‑enhancer region and activates high MYC expression
through long‑term regulation (15). Recent studies have indicated that BRD4 synergistically regulates MYC expression by
binding to the proximal promoter and distal enhancer regions
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of the MYC gene in various cancer cell lines with abnormal
MYC expression (14,16,53). In addition, BRD4 inhibitors
inhibit tumorigenesis by reducing the expression of several
key proto‑oncogenes and their downstream target genes, such
as MYC, BCL2 and E2F1 (17). In the present study, the results
of the ChIP‑seq binding site analysis suggested that BRD4
binding sites shared by multiple cell lines were co‑localized
with the key proto‑oncogenes MYC and E2F1 in partially
activated promoter regions. Gene expression profiling also
revealed that genes downregulated by BRD4 inhibitors in
multiple cell lines were significantly enriched in the regulatory
sets of MYC and/or E2F1. These results indicated that BRD4
synergizes with MYC and E2F1 to activate its downstream
target genes and promote cancer in a variety of cell lines,
partially revealing the general mechanism of BRD4 inhibitors in various cell lines. However, overexpression of MYC or
BCL2 in cancer cells treated with JQ1 only partially attenuated the anti‑cancer effect of JQ1. This potentially suggests the
diversity of the target and the complexity of the mechanisms
of BRD4 inhibitors, which function not only through a key
TF (such as MYC or E2F1), but also through a synergistic
regulatory network that induces multiple TFs to exert an
anti‑cancer effect.
BRD4 is asymmetrically distributed in the genome and is
called the super‑enhancer region in a small portion (<5% of
the BRD4 binding sites) of regions that are enriched by >50%
of the BRD4 binding signal. The super‑enhancer is localized
in the transcription‑activated enhancer region, which is distributed in the transcriptional co‑activator MED1 and cell line key
TF binding sites, and its associated genes are involved in cell
identity and cell‑specific functions (26). In the present study, it
was revealed that the binding distribution of BRD4 and MED1
in the whole genome was consistent, and that BRD4 may be used
to define the super‑enhancer regions. In addition, a consecutive
distribution of ultra‑high BRD4 binding signals was observed
around the promoter regions of numerous key genes. To
completely scan the BRD4 super‑loaded region, all enhancer
regions and the promoter regions containing multiple BRD4
binding peaks were included. BRD4 super‑loaded regions
were obtained by scanning BRD4 signals. The present results
indicated that the majority of the BRD4 cell line‑common
super‑loaded regions contained gene promoter regions, and
that the corresponding gene was actively expressed. These
results suggested that BRD4 was super‑enriched not only in
a small part of the enhancer region, but also in the promoter
region, and that the associated genes were implicated in fundamental cellular functions. Conversely, super‑enhancer regions
were mostly cell‑specific binding regions, and their associated
genes were involved in specific cell functions and cell identity
decisions.
Previous studies have reported that BRD4 inhibitors have
significant anti‑cancer effects in inhibiting proliferation and
promoting apoptosis in various cancer cell lines, particularly
in hematological cancers (51). Furthermore, JQ1 has exhibited a broad and potent inhibitory effect in various human
AML cell lines and patient samples. Subsequent mechanistic
studies have suggested that BRD4 inhibitors significantly
inhibit super‑enhancer‑associated genes (23). Therefore, the
present study focused on the genes associated with BRD4
super‑enrichment regions, which markedly narrowed the

scope for subsequent research and refined its focus. Through
multi‑level screening, a core regulatory gene set around the
BRD4 cell line‑common super‑loaded regions was obtained.
Most of these genes were TFs closely linked to cancer,
including the key proto‑oncogene TFs MYC, BCL2L1 and
TCF4. These findings suggest that the gene regulatory network
of various types of cancer may contain a core gene group that
is responsible for controlling fundamental cellular functions,
including transcription, proliferation, apoptosis and the cell
cycle. Finally, BRD4 inhibitors may exert their potent effect
on various types of cancer by inhibiting this core gene set.
In conclusion, the present study found that BRD4 binds
to enhancers with H3K27Ac and mediator in a cell‑type
specific manner and binds to the promoter region with
oncogenic transcription factors MYC or E2F1 in a group of
cell‑type common binding sites. The genes with high BRD4
binding signal in cell‑type specific super‑enhancers and
cell‑type common super‑enhancers were both sensitive to
JQ1 treatment. The cell‑type common ones across six cell
types are functionally important for tumorigenesis, and the
cell‑type specific ones are functional enriched with cell identity. The present study obtained a core set of JQ1 regulated
genes with cell‑type common BRD4‑super‑loaded, which
were significantly inhibited by JQ1 in many other cancer cell
lines, and contributed to the cancer hallmarks. These results
imply a common mechanism underlying therapeutic effects
of JQ1, and provide a potential candidate for BRD4‑mediated
transcription regulation and BET‑inhibitors‑related cancer
therapy.
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